Abstract. Biometric templates are often used in intelligent human computer interaction systems that include automated access control and personalization of user interaction. The effectiveness of biometric systems is directly linked with aging that causes modifications on biometric features. For example the long term performance of person identification systems decreases as biometric templates derived from aged subjects may display substantial differences when compared to reference templates whereas in age estimation, aging variation allows the age of a subject to be estimated. In this paper we attempt to quantify the effects of aging for different biometric modalities facilitating in that way the design of systems that use biometric features. In this context the homogeneity of statistical distributions of biometric features belonging to certain age classes is quantified enabling in that way the definition of age sensitive and age invariant biometric features. Experimental results demonstrate the applicability of the method in quantifying aging effects.
Introduction
Intelligent Human Computer Interaction (HCI) systems with abilities to adapt to individual needs of different users have received increased attention in the research community [9] . In most cases the adaptation of interaction mode is accomplished based on the preferences set by a user. As an alternative, automatic adaptation of the way that a user interacts with a machine can be achieved by analyzing biometrical features of a user. Among other possible scenarios biometric features can be used for identifying the user of a machine allowing in that way automatic access and selection of user preferences and estimating the age of a user enabling the implementation of age-adaptive interaction systems.
Adaptive HCI based on biometric templates is heavily depended on the suitability of features used for the intended application. For example in the case of user authentication discriminatory biometric features invariant to facial expression, face orientation, lighting and aging need to be used. In general intelligent methods are required for selecting the most appropriate biometric features according to the application.
A key issue related to the use of biometric templates is aging variation that causes modifications in biometric features [16] . Despite the fact that aging effects need to be taken into account during the design of biometric systems, so far the topic of assessing the aging invariance of biometric templates did not receive much attention. In this paper we attempt to quantify the effect of aging on different biometric templates. In this context we formulate a metric; called the 'Aging Impact' that reflects the expected intensity of aging effects for different biometric templates. High values of the Aging Impact indicate that the corresponding biometric features are subjected to intense aging-related appearance. According to the application where a biometric feature is intended to be used it may be desirable to select biometric features that exhibit low Aging Impact (i.e. for person identification applications) or high Aging Impact (i.e. for age estimation applications). As part of our study we estimate the Aging Impact for biometric templates of different types and different modalities such as faces, fingerprints, palms, hand movements and face movements. To the best of our knowledge this is a first time that the issue of quantifying the impact of aging for multiple biometric modalities is treated using a unified approach. It is anticipated that the proposed work in the area will influence the design of future intelligent biometric-based HCI systems.
Literature Review
A number of surveys and books have been published on the general topic of person authentication using unimodal or multimodal biometric features [12, 13, 21, 22] . However, in those cases only limited discussion related to the effects of aging on biometric templates is presented. Similarly in surveys dedicated to person identification based on specific modalities [2, 23, 25, 26] the topic of aging is not considered in detail. An exception is a survey on iris recognition by Bowyer et al [3] where the effects of aging on iris recognition are explicitly discussed.
Few studies that aim to assess the deterioration of performance of biometric authentication over time appeared in the literature. However, in such studies usually only short term aging effects are considered. Min et al [18] conclude that as the time period between template creation and recognition increases, the performance of a face recognition system decreases dramatically. Poh at al [20] also investigate short-term aging effects on 3D face recognition. Experimental results indicate that aging affects different users in different ways, thus a proper aging invariant biometric authentication system should be user-specific.
All approaches mentioned above aim to highlight the problem of aging rather than to quantify the effects of aging. As an alternative Baker et al [1] attempt quantify the effect of aging on iris templates by comparing the hamming distance between pairs of iris images of the same subject captured with a time difference of four years. According to the results, the differences in the hamming distances recorded indicate that iris patterns may be deformed due to aging.
A limited number of studies try to investigate the use of biometric technology in Human Computer Interaction [6] . The majority of them look into the problem from the biometric perspective; the aim is either to build appropriate interfaces to increase the adoption of biometrics for security reasons [4, 8] or to create authentication systems based on users' interaction with computers in their everyday work [24] . The use of biometrics for creating user-adapted human computer interfaces only recently gained some attention with the creation of special tracks in some conferences [10] . Nevertheless, utilization of biometric based transactions with computers, like the fingerprint based access, for the purpose of age estimation and user profile adaptation has not been examined in other studies so far.
Quantification of Aging Effects
Let vector u j i be the j th biometric template of the i th user of a biometric based authentication system. Without loss of generality we assume that there are Ni different biometric templates for the i th user. We can form an extended vector u i representing user i by concatenating vectors u j i , j= 1,…, N i . The mean extended template (M) among all templates of all users in a pool is calculated and the similarity measure s i , between user i and the mean template is computed using the correlation coefficient of vectors u i and M. The homogeneity measure (H) among all templates can be obtained by taking the average value of similarities for all users i. Similarly, a measure of dispersion (D) can be obtained by taking the standard deviation of similarities for all users i. The homogeneity measure gives an indication of the similarity between members of the distribution and dispersion gives an indication of the spread of the correlation coefficients for different users. Although it is possible to calculate the homogeneity and dispersion of a multivariate distribution using other methods, the proposed method was selected because it is standardized, enabling in that way the comparative evaluation of aging effects for different biometric modalities.
Given a set of templates belonging to a number of users, the method outlined above was used for estimating the homogeneity and dispersion among all biometric templates in a dataset. The dataset is then divided into templates corresponding to the younger and older users using a predetermined age threshold and the homogeneity and dispersion measures for each age group are also estimated. The Aging Impact (AI) of a template is defined as the difference between the homogeneity and dispersion metrics of two different groups:
where H i , D i are the homogeneity and dispersion measures for the i th age group while H all , D all are the corresponding values computed over all database members. Similarly, n i and n all are the number of samples in the i th group and all samples in the database respectively. In the case that multiple age groups are considered the overall Aging Impact is the average of the Aging Impact between each group and the distribution of all samples. The largest the value of the AI measure the biggest the difference between the distributions of template values in a certain age group when compared with the distribution of all samples, leading to an increased dependency of the template to aging variation. For example if a biometric feature exhibiting a high Aging Impact factor is used in an identity verification application, it is highly probable that the system will fail to verify the identity of the user as the user grows older. Similarly the use of features with low Aging Impact in an age estimation application will result in a poor performance as the features used will not provide adequate information for discriminating between different ages.
Experimental Investigation
The method for assessing the impact of aging presented in the previous section was tested on different modalities and different types of feature vectors, in an attempt to illustrate its applicability in quantifying the impact of aging effects.
Experiments with Face Templates
Experiments using face templates were carried out using samples from the FG-NET Aging Database [15] . The FG-NET Aging Database is a publicly available image database containing face images showing a number of subjects at different ages. The database contains 1002 images from 82 different subjects with ages ranging between newborns to 69 years old subjects. On average there are 12 images per subject in the database.
In this experiment we consider the use of templates constructed based on an Active Appearance Model (AAM) [5] coding scheme. Since the FG-NET aging dataset contains multiple samples per subject, the calculation of the homogeneity and dispersion measures is done for each subject individually and the overall results are calculated by taking the average values of the two measures among the 82 subjects. For the needs of the experiment face images belonging to the same subject are divided into a set of young and old. Apart from using templates representing the overall facial region, the impact of aging on the upper face, lower face, eyes and nose regions is also investigated. In order to study the effects of aging for different genders, the analysis is performed in a gender-specific style.
According to the results (see Table 1 ) the impact of aging varies according to the facial region considered, the age group and the gender of the users. For example in old males the impact of aging on the lower face is 22 but the impact of aging on the same region for young males is 13. This is expected as the texture of the lower facial regions of old males undergoes dramatic changes due to the possible appearance of beards and moustaches. The results show that the most dramatically affected facial region is the eye region. Bearing in mind that the FG-NET aging dataset contains unconstrained face images, the results presented contain noisy responses that result from non-aging related variations appearing on faces. Ideally experiments using samples that mainly display aging variation need to be conducted in order to obtain definite conclusions regarding the invariance of different facial regions to aging. 
Experiments with Palm and Fingerprint Templates
Experimentation for the palm and fingerprint modalities is based on biometric templates constructed with the aid of MPEG-7 visual features [11] computed using the MPEG-7 experimentation software [19] . We have used the POLYBIO database [14] for our experiments. In this database there are four hand images per subject taken using low cost cameras as well as four fingerprint images per finger per subject taken using a light-reflection based fingerprint sensor. Four different templates were created from every hand image, corresponding to the Color Layout (CL), the Region Shape (RS), the Edge Histogram (EH) and the Homogeneous Texture (HT) descriptors. The above descriptors were chosen to represent the three different types of visual descriptors (color, shape, texture); therefore, the palm images are not used only for computing hand geometry but the color and texture of the upper part of the palm. Each template is examined in isolation and the results are summarized in Table 2 . According to the results the highest Aging Impact is recorded in Edge Histogram; that is edge information of the upper part of hand changes significantly with age. Increased aging effects on edge information are caused by reduced skin elasticity, spot appearance or enlargement and veins' pump up mainly encountered in older persons.
For the fingerprint experiments we used only the images of the left index. The templates used are the same as in the hand geometry case with the exception of Region Shape which was excluded due to the absence of any shape information in fingerprint images. According to the results, shown in Table 2 , the highest Aging Impact is recorded for features based on Edge Histogram. This is something expected; fingerprint images contain a lot of edge information while aging reduces skin elasticity, and therefore proper finger fitting to the fingerprint sensor reducing in that way the amount of edge information captured by the sensor. In addition, as people get older edges on fingerprints wear out and the probability of finger injuries also increases.
However, we should take into account that both in the case of experiments with palms and fingerprints, the intra class variation (variation across subjects of the same group) is also high and may be higher than the inter class variation (variation across age) smoothing the overall Aging Impact values. 
Experiments with Templates Based on Hand and Face Movements
In this experiment we consider the use of templates containing information that characterizes hand and head movements of users. In this context, volunteers who participated in this experiment were requested to use the mouse for tracing as accurately as possible the outline of a horizontal line, a rectangle and an ellipse presented on the screen. The ability of each user to trace accurately the shape was calculated by considering the mean Euclidean distance and the difference in the direction of pointer movement when compared with the target shape contour. The three measures for each volunteer and each shape (line, rectangle and ellipse) constitute a user-template. The same experimental set-up was used for assessing templates that contain features extracted from head movements. In this case a tracking algorithm suitable for locating the position of the eyes of a subject while he/she is tracing a shape on the screen was used [7] . Thirty volunteers with ages ranging from 8 years old up to 43 years old participated in the experiment. These volunteers were divided into the group of young (ages 8 to 17) and group of old (ages of 18 to 43). All volunteers who participated in the experiment were regular computer users, familiar and experienced with the operation of the mouse. Because none of the volunteers used face tracking for human computer interaction purposes before, each volunteer was allowed a five-minute training session in order to get familiar with the face tracker operation before the actual data acquisition exercise. The results obtained (see Table 3 ) demonstrate that the highest Aging Impact is recorded for users tracing circles, either using hand or head movements. These results are consistent with results reported in the literature [17] that demonstrate the superiority of using discrepancy features derived through a circle tracing exercise as the basis for estimating the age of a person. However, the results presented on this experiment are only indicative, due to the small sample of samples considered in the experiment. 
Conclusions
We have presented a method for quantifying aging effects on biometric templates, allowing in that way the selection of appropriate features for use in specific applications. The appropriate selection of features will result in the development of robust systems that can be used for developing biometric-based user adaptive HCI systems. A key aspect of our work is the formulation of a generic Aging Impact measure that can be used for different types of biometric modalities and templates, allowing in that way the derivation of accurate conclusions related to the aging invariance of biometric templates. It is anticipated that the proposed work in the area will influence both the design of future age-invariant biometric authentication systems and it will also provide a standardized framework for assessing the long term permanence of biometric features. The results obtained prove the potential of the approach in assessing the age invariance of biometric templates using a standardized method. In the future we plan to perform extended experiments that will allow the derivation of concrete results related to the aging invariance of different modalities, different features, different genders and different age groups. In order to accomplice this task we are in the process of collecting suitable multimodal biometric data from subjects with diverse ages, so that the experimentation will cover all age ranges of interests.
